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Abstract: The detection of physiological activity at the microscopic level is key
for understanding the function of biosystems and relating this to physical structure.
Current sensing methods often rely on invasive probes to stimulate and detect activ-
ity, bearing the risk of inducing damage in the target system. In recent years, a new
type of biosensor based on color centers in diamond offers the possibility to passively,
noninvasively sense and image living biological systems. Here, we use such a sen-
sor for the in-vitro recording of the local magnetic field generated by tightly focused,
high intensity pulsed laser optogenetic neuromuscular stimulation of the extensor dig-
itorum longus muscles. Recordings captured a compound action potential response
and a slow signal component which we seek to explain using a detailed model of the
biological system. We show that our sensor is capable of recording localized neuro-
muscular activity from the laser stimulation site without photovoltaic or fluorescence
artifacts associated with alternative techniques. Our work represents an important
step towards selective induction of localized neurobiological activity while performing
passive sensing and imaging with diamond sensors, motivating further research into
mapping of neural activity and intra-cellular processes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sensing biological activity at the microscopic level is of fundamental importance for un-
derstanding the basic processes in living organisms38. Relating biological activity to cell
structure and to the resulting behavior are key steps to decipher biological functions in
health and their alterations in disease. This can inform new diagnosis, for example of early
stages of neurodegenerative disorders, including peripheral nerve damage and muscle at-
rophy. Of particular interest is the biological response to a stimulus, such as a pulse of
electrical current or light, and being able to detect this response with high spatial and
temporal resolution50. Many different biosensor approaches have been developed for micro-
scopic direct detection of activity, in particular recording of electrical activity using probe
electrodes (electrophysiology) and by sensing using fluorescent biomarkers23,34. However,
such methods are highly invasive, particularly when recording deep within tissue. This en-
tails the risk of tissue damage, through mechanical action, toxicity or infection, which could
be detrimental for living organisms and might adversely affect the sought after activity22,37.

An alternative method is to indirectly detect activity, passively using a sensor outside of
the sample or subject. For electrical activity in the brain or nervous system, this can be
achieved by monitoring the magnetic field induced by the signal, which can freely penetrate
biological tissue. Field sensing has been demonstrated for larger scale tissue sensing in
established techniques such as magnetoencephalography (MEG) and magnetocardiography
(MCG), using superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) sensors13,27. However,
these sensors have significant disadvantages, requiring special shielding from background
magnetic field (e.g. geomagnetic, mains electricity) and cryogenic cooling, limiting these
valuable techniques to very few facilities and applications.

In recent years, new biosensor approaches without these drawbacks have been actively
pursued2,6,8. In this work, we focus on an approach utilising colour centres, defect sites
in a solid state material with optical properties highly sensitive to their physical parame-
ters and local environment. In particular, interest has focused on the negatively charged
nitrogen vacancy (NV) centres in diamond, consisting of a nitrogen subsitutional dopant
paired with a lattice vacancy. NV centres have been used for sensing of magnetic field54,
electric field16, temperature43 and strain (pressure/force)31 via optically detected magnetic
resonance (ODMR) spectroscopy44,53. Diamond NV sensors offer advantages including high
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sensitivity18,58, room temperature operation and high spatial40,49 and temporal4 resolution.
Diamond is highly biocompatible, enabling biosensors based on NV centres to work in solu-
tion across a wide range of temperatures and pH values55. Such sensing can be performed
remotely at a distance or in close contact (and even within) a biological specimen5,59.

Sensors based on NV centres in diamond are particularly suited to microscopy applications
in either widefield or confocal configurations25,29,49, in a manner SQUIDS or other alternative
sensors cannot easily achieve. NV sensors can sense a small volume region, containing single
(neuron) cells and down to the few or single molecule level. A desirable goal is to selectively
and precisely optically stimulate activity while recording activity close to or at the site
of stimulation, without suffering from the measurement artifacts that pose challenges for
existing sensors11,32,46. Achieving this goal is key to realising applications including nanoscale
nuclear magnetic resonance52, radical pair sensing for avian magnetoreception60, intracellular
nanodiamond studies20,33,39 and stimulation of neurons in brain tissue26,30,47. Due to the
confinement required, focused laser stimulation is preferable for these applications, with the
higher laser optical intensity ideal for for stimulation well within tissue.

In this work, we seek to demonstrate the viability of such focused laser stimulation
combined with simultaneous microscopic sensing from biological tissue using a diamond
NV sensor, located in proximity to the stimulation site. We use living extensor digitorum

longus (EDL) muscles from mice in vitro, genetically modified to contain the light gated
cation channel channelrhodopsin (ChR2)57. Distinct from our previous work, we stimulate
the muscle tissue using focused pulsed laser light, of a specific wavelength and intensity,
generating highly localised (≈150µm) stimulation and activation of the muscle response.
We then record the response of the muscle via the magnetic field induced by ionic current
associated with compound action potentials in the muscle. We seek to 1) demonstrate highly
focused stimulation with artifact-free recording of activity using our diamond NV sensor with
high temporal resolution, 2) explore the biological response recorded under laser stimulation,
3) derive new insight into the behavior of the biological system and response via the use of
computer modelling and 4) employ new methodology including spectral whitening filtering
of background noise to enhance biosensor signal recovery in an ordinary lab environment
without magnetic shielding.
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II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

FIG. 1. Experimental setup and muscle cross section used for modelling a) Schematic of

the experimental setup and b) picture of the muscle in the solution chamber with a 488nm blue

stimulation laser spot incident on the muscle surface. The laser spot could be placed with high

precision anywhere within the sample chamber in a 2x2cm area using mechanical mirror mounts. c)

Schematic illustration of experimental setup, as used in the modelling. d) Simulated cross-section

of muscle showing the light intensity (I/I0) distribution on the muscle fibers with laser stimulation.

We performed in vitro studies of EDL muscles dissected from mice, expressing the light
sensitive cation channel Channelrhodopsin2 (ChR2) in muscle cells to achieve optogenetic
triggering of electrical activity in the muscle using blue light. Muscles were placed in a
solution chamber directly above our diamond NV sensor (Figure 1) and stimulated by a
488nm laser diode in free space, focused using a long working distance lens into the sample
chamber. The electrical response (electric data in this work) was measured using an AgCl
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electrode in light surface contact with the muscle (Figure 1) and the induced magnetic field
recorded simultaneously by the diamond NV sensor (magnetic data below).

A. Diamond NV Sensor

We used a [100] oriented electronic-grade diamond (Element Six), of dimensions 2 × 2
× 0.5 mm3, overgrown via chemical vapour deposition (CVD) with a 20µm thick diamond
layer with a doping concentration of ≈5 ppm of 14N. NV centres were generated by 2.8MeV
proton irradiation and subsequent annealing at 800°C. We measured an ODMR resonance
linewidth of 1 MHz and a resonance contrast of 1.5%. The diamond was mounted into an
aluminum nitride plate heatsink, with the top surface of the diamond covered by a 16µm
thick layer of aluminium foil, reflecting pump laser back into the diamond and blocking the
stimulation laser light from the diamond (Figure 1). The aluminium foil was covered by
Kapton tape (50µm) to electrically insulate the diamond from the biological sample. The
AlN plate holding the diamond was mounted on a printed board microwave antenna. On
top of the diamond, we mounted a 3D printed plastic chamber for holding a solution bath,
sealed using aquarium silicone.

B. Sensor Operation

We optically pumped our diamond with 1.4W of 532nm green laser light (Coherent Verdi
G2), linearly polarised and coupled to the diamond from beneath at Brewster’s angle (67°).
Red fluorescence from the NV centres was collected using a 12mm diameter condenser lens
(Thorlabs ACL 1210) via an optical filter (FEL0600). Magnetic field at the diamond was
recorded as a modulation of the intensity of the red fluorescence emission recorded using
an auto-balanced optical receiver (Nirvana 2007, New Focus Inc.). We measured only the
magnetic field response in the direction perpendicular to the electrical current propagation
direction inside the muscle, with this single axis response maximised by applying a static
bias field of 1.5 mT parallel to the diamond [110] crystallographic direction. A continuous
wave scheme was implemented with three-frequency microwave driving scheme17 using two
microwave generators (Stanford SG394) to drive the triplet ground state transition (2.7-
3GHz) and the 14N hyperfine transitions (2.16 MHz). The two RF signals were delivered to
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the diamond via a printed circuit board nearfield antenna. The microwaves were modulated
at 23.3 kHz for lock-in detection (Stanford SR850), using a time constant of 30µs giving a
sensor measurement bandwidth of 4.8kHz. The output of the lock-in amplifier was digitised
at 80 kSa/s using an analog to digital converter (NI PCI-6221) and recorded using custom-
written software.

C. Muscle Preparation

We used mice expressing the light sensitive cation channel Channelrhodopsin2 (ChR2) in
muscle cells expressing Parvalbumin (PV) by crossing Gt(ROSA)26Sortm32(CAG-COP4*H134R/EYFP)Hze

(stock no.: 024109; Jackson Laboratory) mice with Pvalbtm1(cre)Arbr mice (stock no.: 017320;
Jackson Laboratory)57. Adult PV-Cre::ChR2 mice were dissected as described previously
(Webb et al., 2021). Quickly following euthanasia by cervical dislocation, EDL muscles
were dissected in carbogen (95% O2/5% CO2) saturated ice-cold artificial cerebrospinal
fluid (ACSF) containing (in mM): NaCl (111), NaHCO3 (25), glucose (11), KCl (3), CaCl2
(2.5), MgCl2 (1.3) and KH2PO4 (1.1). Small suture loops were tied on proximal and distal
tendons. The dissected mouse muscle was kept in a solution bath of artificial cerebrospinal
fluid (ACSF), chilled by passing a recycled feed of ACSF into the solution chamber through
tubing submerged in ice to maintain a bath temperature between 18°C and 20°C. The ACSF
was bubbled with carbogen gas to oxygenate the muscle and allow survival for up to 20
hours of measurement.

D. Laser Stimulation and Recording

The muscle was positioned on the diamond NV sensor by two adjustable hooks and a
probe electrode (AgCl coated silver wire) mounted on a micromanipulator placed in contact
with the muscle top surface. The electric data from this probe electrode was recorded via a
differential amplifier (Axon Cyberamp 320) relative to the grounded solution bath. Muscles
were stimulated to produce compound action potentials (AP) using a TTL triggered 488nm
blue laser (OdicForce Ltd.). Laser light was directed through free space to the muscle and
focused onto the muscle using an f=400 mm plano-convex lens, giving a 1/e2 laser spot size
of ≈150µm, measured using a microscope camera mounted above the sample chamber. This
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beam waist could be further reduced by additional lenses in the beam path as required. Using
optomechanical mirror mounts, the laser spot could be moved at sub-millimeter precision to
any position on the muscle, with a travel of 2 × 2 cm2 across the chamber. This represents an
improvement over a confocal/inverted widefield microscopy configuration where stimulation
is limited only to the centre of the objective field of view7,41. We positioned the stimulation
laser spot approximately 0.5 mm (Figure 1,b) along the muscle away from the diamond, to
ensure we recorded signal propagation in only one direction (towards one end of the muscle).
Control measurements were taken of the photovoltaic effect from laser stimulation incident
to the probe electrode (see Supplementary Information, SI), and for laser stimulation directly
on the diamond NV sensor. Here, no detectable artifact was observed in the magnetic data,
measuring using 5ms pulses at 50mW directly onto the Kapton layer above the diamond for
up to 10 hours.

To ensure the stray field from the high current at laser turn-on was not recorded, the
blue laser head was placed 3.5m away from the diamond NV sensor and the TTL trigger
optically decoupled. Optimal blue laser power was found by initially stimulating the muscle
with low input laser power (5 mW), and then slowly increasing the power until a maximal
response of the muscle was observed in the electric data. Optical stimulation was performed
at a frequency of 0.5 Hz and with a pulse length of 5 ms. For this length, stimulation power
was found to be in the range of 20-50 mW, varying between different muscles. Signals were
recorded using 60s continuous time traces, giving the high spectral resolution necessary to
filter and remove background magnetic noise. Many hours of recording could be acquired,
limited by muscle lifespan in the solution bath (up to 20h).

E. Filtering by Spectral Whitening

Without magnetic shielding, it was necessary to remove a substantial amount of mag-
netic noise from our sensor readout, including stationary mains noise at harmonics of 50Hz
and non-stationary noise from building pumps and compressors. In our previous work, we
demonstrated filtering using windowed notch filtering56. However this noise removal was
suboptimal, due to the use of serially generated fixed frequency windows and a single global
threshold value to identify noise peaks, constraints imposed by computational time. Here, we
instead implemented a Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) spectral whitening filter. This method
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has been used for applications including radar and detection of gravitational waves12,21,48.
To implement the filter, the power spectral density (PSD) of each 60s time trace was used
to estimate the noise spectrum and to derive the transfer function for whitening the signals.
The double-sided PSD was calculated with Welch’s periodogram method with a segment
length of 3.5s and 50% overlap. The input signals were whitened in the range from 20Hz-
40kHz; the lower frequency bound was chosen in order to avoid high-pass filter artifacts, the
high frequency bound was set by the digitization Nyquist frequency. Following whitening,
an additional 3rd order Butterworth 650Hz lowpass filter was applied. Baseline wander was
removed from the trials using robust detrending15. Further details of the filter method and
optimisation are supplied in the SI.

F. Simulation and Modelling Method

In order to verify and analyze the detected signal we performed a numerical simulation
of the biosensor and muscle biosystem. We use the NEURON package28 to simulate the
signal propagation in a muscle. The ion channel mechanisms were modified in accordance
with a previous muscle model on EDL muscles in mice10 (full details in SI). The optogenetic
stimulation current was modelled with the use of a biophysical model developed by Foutz
el al.19 and based on the four-state model described by Nikolic et al.45.

We modelled the individual muscle fibers in a cylindrical geometry with a cylinder radius
of 845 µm and an individual fiber radius given by a uniform distribution of 22.5 ± 3.5 µm3.
The fibers started at the back end of the laser stimulation spot and extended straight across
the laser beam, and over across the NV diamond (Figure 1,b and c). The light distribution
inside the muscle was calculated according to the Kubelka-Munk model. The diamond
was divided into 20x20 pixels with side-lengths of 100µm, with magnetic field calculated at
each pixel, and then averaged across the whole diamond. The local field potential (LFP)
was calculated as a monopolar readout approximately at the site of the electrical recording
tip (Figure 1,c). The magnetic and electrical field calculation were based on calculations
performed in30, using the LFPy software package35.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Movement Inhibition

FIG. 2. The diamond NV sensor and optical response to stimulation as a function of

increasing BDM concentration. a) NV sensor response to stimulation - with low concentrations

of BDM a large artifact associated with muscle movement was observed; this was eliminated at

concentrations above 15mM. Bottom: Electric data for the same muscle. Here, oscillations arising

from movement of the electrode on the moving muscle are reduced in favour of the biosignal of

the electrical activity in the muscle. b) To fully confirm the suppression of movement, we used

white light microscopy, imaging the muscle edge during stimulation with a camera at 90fps. Above

15mM, spikes associated with muscle movement are completely eliminated.

The strong contraction of the muscle after laser stimulation was found to produce a
movement-induced artifact in our diamond NV sensor. This artifact arose due to a slight
shift in microwave resonance frequency resulting from a motion-induced change in coupling
between the nearfield antenna and the diamond and tissue above it. In order to remove this
artifact, we pharmacologically suppressed movement using the myosin ATPase inhibitor 2,3-
Butanedione monoxime (BDM), without affecting compound action potential propagation.
To determine the necessary concentration, we gradually increased the concentration of BDM
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in the recycled ACSF perfused through the solution bath, starting at 2.5 mM and increasing
in steps of 2.5 mM at 10 minute intervals.

Figure 2,a) shows the measured NV sensor response (magnetic data) for a laser stimulated
muscle at a range of different concentrations of BDM. With no or low concentration of
BDM, we observed a significant movement artifact, equivalent to a 15nT magnetic field
signal, followed by a decaying response lasting over 200ms. This artifact completely masked
the sought action potential signal from the muscle. The motion artifact was considerably
larger for laser stimulation than observed in our previous work using LED stimulation.
We attribute this to significantly more effective stimulation of the muscle with the higher
intensity laser than the weaker LED light, with the stronger movement clearly visible even
by eye.

By increasing the concentration of BDM from 2.5 to 20mM in the ACSF solution, we
observed a clear reduction in the movement artifact, with complete elimination above 15mM.
This could also be observed in the electric signal from the surface electrode, with oscillations
reflecting the movement of the electrode on the muscle eliminated in favour of the electrical
response in the muscle (Figure 2, a). In order to confirm the absence of movement, we used
a white light microscope and camera mounted above the sample, recording the movement
of the muscle edge as a function of time while stimulating with the blue laser. With low
concentrations of BDM, clear jumps in position could be observed post-stimulation as the
muscle moved (Figure 2,b). Above 15mM of BDM, these were completely suppressed, with
no movement detectable anywhere along the muscle.

B. Noise Filtering

In Figure 3,a) and b) we show the unfiltered power spectral density (PSD) from data
recorded using our diamond NV sensor, containing significant noise from background mag-
netic field sources. We show the effect of our whitening filter algorithm in Figure 3,c) and b).
As can be observed in the spectrum and the post-filtered timeseries, the filter significantly
reduced the noise level. The PSD used to derive the filter was calculated using Welch’s
method with time intervals of 3.5s, 50% overlap and Hanning window. In Supplementary
Information, we outline the process by which we optimise the parameters of the whitening
filter to remove noise, while retaining sufficient frequency components of the biosignal. We
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FIG. 3. The noise spectrum of the diamond NV sensor, before and after post-processing

filtering. a) Averaged spectrum of the background magnetic noise as measured by the sensor and

b) spectrogram of the same noise taken over 13 hours (normalised to 1nT). We observe significant

noise arising from sources such as mains electricity in the <1kHz region that contains the majority

of the components of the ms-scale biological signal. c) Comparison of the amplitude spectrum

before and after the application of the whitening filter, with a significant amount of noise identified

and removed. This is reflected in the example timeseries shown in d), showing a 0.5sec trace before

and after the filter is implemented. Filtering reduces the noise from peak-to-peak of 400nT to less

than 1nT on a single 60sec trace.

also directly compare the whitening filter performance against that derived using notch fil-
tering and clarify how real absolute magnetic field units (Tesla) can be recovered from the
relative PSD of the whitened data. Overall, we found the performance of the whitening filter
in terms of noise removal was not significantly better than by using the notch filter method.
However, it was significantly faster (×2.5 speedup) and easier to implement, requiring only
the calculation of the PSD for each 60s time trace compared to a serial algorithm needed
to sweep through and build the notch filter mask. We found this could also be sped up by
performing an initial time domain filter step via principle component analysis of the raw
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signal42(see SI). For the majority of biological applications, the signal shape and relative
amplitude is of main concern, making the whitening method a fast and effective option.

C. Biosignal Readout

FIG. 4. Measuring the muscle biological response electrically and magnetically. Mag-

netic and electric data recorded for 3 different muscles (M1-M3). The data shown is the average

response over 15000, 13500 and 540 stimulations for M1-3 respectively. The action potential (AP)

peak and the channelrhodopsin (CH) are clearly distinguishable on all three muscles. On all sub-

figures, time t=0 corresponds to the instant laser stimulation is triggered.

In Figure 4,a) we show examples of the biological signal measured by the diamond NV
sensor (magnetic data) and simultaneously recorded electrically using the AgCl contact elec-
trode (electric data) for 3 different muscles (M1-3), each recorded in a separate experimental
run. For each muscle, we observed both a fast response peak (AP) at ∼5ms and a slower re-
sponse (CH) at ∼10ms after the stimulation trigger. We attribute the first peak (AP) to the
compound action potential response and the second slower peak (CH) to the response from
channelrhodopsin activity. Both signals decayed in amplitude over many stimulations while
retaining a similar shape, with the AP signal decaying more rapidly and begin subsumed
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FIG. 5. Stability of the measured biological response over time. a) Variations in electric

data recording versus number of stimulations for muscle M1. The amplitude of the signal gradually

decreased over time as the muscle fatigued. We observed both a fast response peak from the action

potential at ∼5ms and a second slower peak from channelrhodopsin at ∼20ms. b) Scaling of the

standard deviation of the 60s timeseries (measuring noise) as a function of number of stimulations

for both notch and whitening filtering, showing the decay of the AP and CH peaks.

into the CH signal after 4-6 hours of measurement (Figure 5). A slight delay in time was
observed between the electric and magnetic data, arising from the positioning of the probe
electrode away from the stimulation site, but still within 0.2-0.5 mm of the 2 ×2 mm2 dia-
mond sensor. We use a compromise upper cutoff frequency of 650Hz, minimising distortion
to both AP and CH signals (see SI), but acting to smooth the AP signal in the magnetic
data. We note that the biological signal we observe using laser stimulation is significantly
different from that previously observed for LED stimulation. The AP peak amplitude was
weaker by a factor of 2 and in both the electric and magnetic data and recording shown
in Figure 2, a), we observed a non-negative refractory period followed by a slowly (tens of
milliseconds) decaying response (CH). Furthermore, we observe a difference in the relative
height of the AP and CH peaks between the magnetic and electrical readouts. We attribute
this to the channelrhodopsin channels opening faster and remaining open for longer under
higher intensity laser light, allowing ionic current to flow for longer and generating the strong
CH signal.

The peak magnetic field observed for muscle M2 was a factor of 5 stronger than for M1
and M3. We consider this likely to arise due to unexpected variability in sensor response
across the 2 ×2 mm2 diamond area. Due to the high level of internal reflection in high
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refractive index diamond, that we collect light from the full diamond volume and that the
diamond had a relatively uniform density of NV centres, we expected sensor output to
not vary significantly depending on muscle position, so long as the muscle was positioned
approximately above the sensor. However, we found this not to be the case. Later inves-
tigations using a scanned electrified probe tip across the diamond surface, recording the
magnetic field it induced, determined an area approximately 0.5×0.5 mm to be a factor 16
better sensitivity than the lowest response elsewhere on the diamond (see SI). This region
corresponded approximately to where the pump laser beam struck the diamond, receiving
the maximum laser intensity.

Although we cannot directly confirm the precise positioning, in the case of M2 it is
likely the muscle was located optimally at the most sensitive region. For M1 and M2, the
location was suboptimal but enough to yield a signal. For a number of other muscles, likely
located away from this region, we recorded no biosignal in the magnetic data. We consider
the positional response a particularly important result for this type of sensor, highlighting
the need to correctly position the biosamples and spatially map sensor response. We also
highlight that this potentially offers a novel route to spatially resolve and image signals well
below the physical dimensions of the sensor using a scanned, highly focused pump laser
beam. Further investigations of these aspects are called for, but are beyond the scope of
this work.

D. Simulation and Modeling

In order to explore the origin of the observed signal features, we modelled the muscle
system to calculate the response under laser stimulation. In both electric and magnetic
data, we observed a signal (CH) with a slow decay (Figure 4). We attribute this signal to
the activation of channelrhodopsin, with such a signal previously observed for optogenetically
stimulated muscle signals9,36. When trying to model this response, we found that the original
biophysical models of ChR2, developed for stimulation of neurons rather than muscle, could
not describe the length of the CH signal we observe. Modelling the dynamics of ChR2 in
neurons for a large span of different scenarios, including covering the range of current and
intensity in this work, predict that any signal should decay within 15 ms of the stimulation45.

The four-state ChR2 model24 for this process is shown in Figure 6,a). The ChR2-proteins
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FIG. 6. Channelrhodopsin model as related to our recorded response. a) Depiction of the

different stages of the four-state model of a ChR2 molecule. Blue light can transition the ChR2

from closed (C1 and C2) to open (O1 and O2). b) Upper figure show simulated magnetic signal

as detected by averaging over the whole diamond. Lower figure show simulated LFP as detected

by an electrode positioned as in Figure 1,c. Stimulation is modeled to occur at t=0.

are mainly populated at rest in the closed fast state (C1), which, when illuminated, tran-
sitions to the open fast state (O1) with transition rate Ka1 (stimulation laser intensity
dependent) thus allowing influx of ions to the fiber. The O1 is unstable and decays mainly
to C1 (with transition rate Kd1) as long as short excitation pulses (≈5 ms) are used. This
typically results in a single action potential without any pronounced secondary prolonged
current.

With longer pulse duration, C1 can also transition to the slow opened state (O2). This
transition is characterised with the irradiance dependent transition rates e12 and e21. The
O2 state relaxes relatively slow to the closed slow state (C2) with a transition rate of Kd2,
which in turn can either transition back to O2 given an excitation, with transition rate
Ka2, or return to C1 with transition rate Kr. As the O2 state stays open for a longer time
period after the stimulation pulse, it also creates a longer decay of the signal. This was
experimentally observed for neuron stimulation for excitation pulses exceeding 50ms45.

However, we observe our slowly decaying CH signal at a shorter stimulation period of 5
ms. This suggests that the ChR2 in the studied muscle transitioned into the O2 state with
larger proportion than in neurons. We therefore modified the four-state model to account
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for this behaviour (see SI for full details). Briefly, we modeled the induction of a secondary
long-lasting current at a stimulation period of 5 ms by allowing for a stronger transition to
the O2 configuration in ChR2, decaying more slowly to the closed state. This was done by
setting the e12 and e21 parameters higher during illumination, and then letting e12 remain
high after illumination, whereas e21 returned to a low value (Table SI2). Furthermore, the
conductivity of the O2 state was also set higher than in previous models (from about 2-5fS
to 25fS). These alternative values for the ChR2 model are justified by considering that the
original ChR2 model was developed and tested for systems with lower stimulation intensities
and for neuronal structures instead of muscle. Modification of these few parameters gives a
modelled signal (Figure 6, b) highly representative of the magnetic and electric data recorded
experimentally (Figure 4).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we demonstrate the viability of a diamond nitrogen-vacancy (NV) colour
centre biosensor for recording biosignals while stimulating activity in high proximity to
the sensor using focused pulsed laser light. Although we use simple muscle tissue, which
could be easily probed electrically, our results show that highly localised, high intensity,
selective excitation of specific biological processes in more complex systems can be done while
passively sensing in the same localised region. This is essential for realising proposals such
as to mapping neural activity in networks in the brain1 and experiments using intracellular
nanodiamonds51.

We show that laser optogenetic stimulation of mouse muscle produces a stronger physical
response, resulting in a significant movement artifact in the biosensor readout. We were
able to fully suppress this artifact using a muscle movement inhibitor, although suppres-
sion was more challenging with higher intensity laser illumination than low intensity LED
light. These results highlight the importance of understanding and eliminating unwanted
artifacts in biosensing experiments. Although in this work the motion artifact represented a
disadvantage, it could be exploited in a novel type of diamond NV sensor for force/motion
detection, such as vector sensing of force/movement in a biological sample14.

Using a filter algorithm based on spectral whitening we shown similar noise reduction per-
formance as for using a notched filter, but with an improvement in terms of post-processing
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filter time (≈2.5 times faster), especially where recovery of precise field units are not re-
quired. Processing speed could be further enhanced by an initial time domain filter step
using principle component analysis to remove the main noise components (e.g. 50/150Hz
inductive mains). This represents a step forward in terms of realising real-time biological
signal recovery in an ordinary, unshielded lab environment Further advances in filtering may
be obtained by implementing artificial intelligence techniques in filter design, in particular
by supplying synthetic known biosignals to the sensor.

We observe both short period (AP) and long period (CH) signals in the magnetic data
recorded by our NV sensor. Through modeling, we attribute these signals to muscle action
potential (AP) and to current flow through channelrhodopsin (CH), with more muscle fibres
addressed by the deeply penetrating laser beam and the channel opened for longer by the
higher laser intensity. Although not ideal, with the channelrodopsin activation obscuring
the action potential signal, the result exemplifies the usefulness of our diamond NV sensor
in gaining new insight into a biological system close to the optical stimulation site. Using
alternative techniques, artifacts arising from photovoltaic effects (for electrical probes) or
optical bleaching (for fluorescent biomarkers) would entirely mask the biosignal. The muscle
position variability of the strength of our magnetic response highlights the need to properly
characterise the sensor, and the potential to record strong signals if this process is well
optimised. These results also potentially point to a way to achieve spatial resolution below
the physical dimensions of the diamond, while still maintaining the same optical collection
and excitation scheme. Such spatial resolution is key to fully, microscopically resolve and
identify the origin of activity in living biological samples.
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